PENMUL R950T

Heavy-duty emulsifiable solvent

INDUSTRIE ALIMENTAIRE

SOLVENT DEGREASERS
PENMUL R950T is a water emulsifiable solvent designed for
heavy tasks. It will effectively dissolve difficult to remove deposits
such as tar, asphalt, heavy petroleum, and cabonized deposits
form a variety of surfaces.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
• High flash point
• Relatively mild odour
• Powerful and fast acting
•P
 ENMUL R950T may be rinsed with water, which is exceptional

for a product of this type.
• Very safe product in most cases since its flash point is 63oC (145,4oF).

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Equipment to be cleaned

Soils to be removed

Use procedure

Concentration
Use temperature
Dwell time / Operation time
Mechanical action
Rinsing

Diesel or gas motors, production machinery, trucks or tankers, printing presses, floors soiled
with used lubricating oils and grease, burner tips.
Highly stubborn deposits such as lubricating oils and greases, deposits located on diesel or gas
motors, carbon from diesel motor exhaust pipes, ink, tar, asphalt, latex, certain adhesives, etc.
For very thick deposits, manually remove as much as possible first and then apply PENMUL
R950T as is or diluted with water. Allow to dwell 5 to 30 minutes and wipe with a cloth or rinse
with high-pressure water.
As is or diluted up to 1:10 with water, according to amount of soil.
Ambient

5 to 30 minutes, according to the amount of soil.
It is generally recommended to scrub or rinse with high-pressure water.
Hot or cold water.

SEE REVERSE SIDE

PENMUL R950T

Heavy-duty emulsifiable solvent
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

INCOMPATIBILITY

Appearance

Clear Liquid

Odour

Aromatic solvent

Specific Gravity @ 20oC

0.90

Viscosity

Thin

pH

Not applicable

Flash Point (TCC)

63oC (145,4oF)

Boiling Point

180oC (356oF)

Freezing Point

< -40oC (-40oF)

Foaming Tendency

Low

Strong oxidizers

WAREHOUSING PRECAUTIONS
Store away from heat sources and flames

AVAILABLE SIZES

Concentration Monitoring Techniques Refractive index
Rinsability

Good

Water Solubility

Emulsifies

Phosphorus

None

Auto ignition temperature

443oC (829,4oF)

Chlorine

None

FIRST AID
MEASURES

20L /
5,28Gal.

HEALTH

205L /
54,16Gal

1000L /
264,17Gal.

PERSONAL
PROTECTION

2

Security equipment

EYE CONTACT
Rinse with plenty of water for 15 minutes.
Consult physician if irritation develops
or persists.
SKIN CONTACT
Wash with soap and water.
Consult physician if irritation develops or persists.
INHALATION
Give fresh air or artificial respiration.
Consult physician.
INGESTION
Do not induce vomiting. Consult physician
immediately.

FLAMMABILITY

1

SIMDUT

Équipement de sécurité
REACTIVITY

1

LEGEND

0 = MINIMAL RISK
1 = SLIGHT RISK
2 = MODERATE RISK
3 = SERIOUS RISK
4 = SEVERE RISK

WHMIS

IMPORTANT: Before using PENMUIL R950T, always be sure to read and follow precautions and
directions for use appearing on the product container label and on the material safety data sheet (m.s.d.s.).
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